
BUSINESS PLAN POSITIONING STATEMENT EXAMPLE

Align your marketing strategy with your brand, and use this template to create a positioning statement for your business.
Free Download: Sales Plan Template .

The execution of this formula, however, is not simple. Does it paint a clear mental image? Though it may read
like something from your promotional materials, your positioning statement is an internal tool. Edit, revise. A
good positioning statement is a guidepost for your marketing efforts. Over time their offerings became more
diversified and products like Uberx and Uberpool allowed anyone to call a ride and get picked up for a few
dollars by a Prius. A positioning statement is a concise description of your target market as well as a
compelling picture of how you want that market to perceive your brand. Learn how to perform a SWOT
analysis 5. But if we dig a bit deeper, we will find that they actually have distinctly different positions. Above
all, your point of differentiation, frame of reference, and reason to believe must be meaningful, important, and
convincing to your customers, not just to your company. A brand strategy consultant from EquiBrand can
provide additional perspective on how to create an effective strategic positioning. We can match any other
price you find online. Does this leave room for future growth? How can we adjust our target market or
offerings to better position ourselves? Chipotle differentiated with great branding. Branding is key to
successful customer loyalty. Our fictitious company, Underfoot Industries, has decided to pursue two target
markets: schools and light commercial customers. Then, you can write your brand positioning statement:
Brand Positioning Formula: For [your audience], [your brand] is the [your market] that best delivers on [your
brand promise] because [your brand], and only [your brand], is [your evidence]. Your positioning statement
should serve as a guideline that business decisions can be measured against. This ad firmly plants that idea in
your mind: when no one had invented the Best Food wheel, Whole Foods did just that. The name alone shows
that they are pushing consumers towards low cost. They started with just black executive Lincoln Towncars. If
your brand is fun-loving, lighthearted, and not-too-serious, your positioning statement should also reflect these
qualities. You can find Korean scallion pancakes right next to tamales. Though they followed much of what
Uber had pioneered. Next, ask yourself the following three questions. Where does your company stand on
price? And, how does your brand better relate to your audience, in comparison to your competition? The
reason to believe is just what it says. Originally cars were adorned with a bright pink fuzzy mustache. There is
no right or wrong way to create a brand positioning statement as long as it helps develop your brand and what
it stands for. Below are some of the questions you can answer in order to get started. More Sentimints. Your
positioning statement should be in tune with your brand personality. Given the importance of a brand
positioning statement, writing one is not a process to be taken lightly. They both organize all their activities to
re-enforce their brand message. Here are some brand positioning examples using brand taglines associated
with the positioning essence : There are at least four ways to position a brand: Position and own the category
benefit Volvo: Safety Miller Lite: Great Taste, Less Filling Walt Disney Company: Magic Position the
product and the consumer U. Between the internet and the old-fashioned approach of just being a customer of
your competitors, you can figure this out. Who are the types of businesses or consumers you want your brand
to reach? These are specific emotions. These statements have most likely gone through multiple drafts and
revisions before being finalized, and they directly influence many of the brands we recognize on a daily basis.
Check out a few examples below. Trader Joes, on the other hand, has fun lettering and bright red colors.


